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[1] New measurements of the carbon and hydrogen isotopic ratios of methane (d13C of
CH4 and dD of CH4) over the last millennium are presented from the WAIS Divide,
Antarctica, ice core (WDC05A), showing significant changes that likely were the result of
human influences prior to the industrial revolution (at least as early as the 16th century of
the common era (CE)). The d13C of CH4 data corroborate the record from Law Dome,
Antarctica, with high fidelity. The new dD of CH4 data set covaries with the d13C of
CH4 record. Both d13C of CH4 and dD of CH4 were relatively stable and close to the
present-day values from �1000 to �1500 CE. Both isotopic ratios decreased to minima
around 1700 CE, remained low until the late 18th century, and then rose exponentially to
present-day values. Our new dD of CH4 data provide an additional independent constraint
for evaluating possible CH4 source histories. We searched a broad range of source
scenarios using a simple box model to identify histories consistent with the constraints of
the CH4 concentration and isotope data from 990–1730 CE. Results typically show a
decrease over time in the biomass-burning source (found in 85% of acceptable scenarios)
and an increase in the agricultural source (found in 77% of acceptable scenarios),
indicating preindustrial human influence on atmospheric methane as proposed in previous
studies.
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1. Introduction

[2] Ice cores provide high-resolution archives of the
concentrations and isotopic ratios (dD and d13C) of atmo-
spheric methane [Sowers, 2009; Fischer et al., 2008;
MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006; Sowers, 2006; Ferretti et
al., 2005; Sowers et al., 2005; Etheridge et al., 1998]. CH4

concentration measurements can be used to constrain esti-
mates of CH4 flux (involving sources and sinks of CH4)
over time while CH4 isotope values provide additional

information that is useful for resolving the relative impor-
tance of individual sources and sinks. Natural sources of
CH4 include wetlands, wildfires, termites, and ocean sedi-
ments, while rice paddies, ruminants, landfills, natural gas
extraction, and biomass burning are the major anthropogenic
sources (extensive review by Reeburgh [2004]). The isotopic
composition of CH4 from different sources has been mea-
sured over various temporal and spatial scales to estimate
characteristic values of dD and d13C for each source. The
d13CH4 and dD(CH4) data clearly distinguish isotopically
enriched sources (e.g. biomass burning and natural gas
venting) from depleted sources (e.g. wetlands and agricul-
tural sources). Reconstructing atmospheric records of
methane (both concentration and isotopic composition) from
ice cores provides fundamental data to enhance our under-
standing of the global biogeochemistry of atmospheric CH4.
[3] Because there are more distinct methane source types

than isotopic tracers, and more spatially distributed sources
than can be resolved by the geographically restricted suite
of ice cores (only the ice cores of Antarctica and Greenland
are known to provide reliable methane records), a unique
inversion for the history of methane sources is not possible.
However, the full suite of isotopic tracers and bipolar ice core
data provides important boundary conditions for testing
hypothetical methane source/sink histories, allowing elimi-
nation of large classes of scenarios.
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1.1. Previous Work

[4] [Ferretti et al., 2005] generated the first high-resolu-
tion d13CH4 record covering the last two millennia. Their
record showed d13CH4 values that are very similar to present-
day values between 0 and 1500 CE. After 1500 CE, their
record exhibited an unexpected 2% decrease while the CH4

concentration varied by less than 40 ppb (�2%). A broad
d13CH4 minimum (�49%) persisted for about one century
before an increase to the present-day value (�47%). This
last d13CH4 change occurred during a period when the CH4

loading of the atmosphere increased by over 100%, and
is largely the result of additional anthropogenic sources
that have enriched d13CH4 values. [Ferretti et al., 2005]
explained their results in terms of high baseline emissions of
enriched CH4 from biomass burning prior to 1500 CE. The
decreasing d13CH4 values between 1500 and 1700 CE were
ascribed to a decrease in biomass burning associated with a
decline in the population of Central and South America
following European contact.
[5] An alternate interpretation of the d13CH4 record was

presented by [Houweling et al., 2008], who attributed the
heavy d13CH4 values prior to 1500 CE to elevated emis-
sions of aerobic methane from plants (as discussed by
Keppler et al. [2006]). Houweling et al. [2008] ascribed
the drop in d13CH4 between 1500 and 1700 CE to the
effects of an increase in the agricultural source (rice farming
and animal husbandry) scaled to world population, in
tandem with reduced plant growth and wetland emissions
caused by the cooling of the Little Ice Age (LIA).Houweling
et al. [2008] noted that this hypothesis requires the temper-
ature change for the LIA to have been near the maximum
published value [Moberg et al., 2005], and that the temper-
ature sensitivity for methane emissions needed to explain the
d13CH4 drop was also close to the maximum published
value.
[6] In this contribution we provide new records of d13CH4

and dD(CH4) covering the last 1000 years from the WAIS
Divide ice core WDC05A. While we present data covering
the entire 1000 year period, our discussion will focus only
on the period between 990 and 1730 CE. We limit our
discussion to this 740 year period in order to refine our
understanding of the decoupling between the relatively
constant atmospheric loading record and the unexpectedly
large change in d13CH4. The abrupt exponential rise in CH4

concentrations during the early 18th century prevents us
from extending our analysis past 1730 CE. Model results
using our new isotope records along with existing concen-
tration records suggest changes in anthropogenic sources
likely had a large impact on the atmospheric CH4 budget
during this period, which is consistent with the results of
both [Ferretti et al., 2005] and [Houweling et al., 2008].

1.2. Chronology Development

[7] The WDC05A core (79�27.70S 112�7.510W; 1,759
masl) was drilled to 298.06 m during December of 2005.
The drill site was located 1.3 km from the main WAIS
Divide drill site, with a primary objective of reconstructing
high-resolution atmospheric records covering the last
1,000 years. The upper 70 m of the core was processed for
continuous ion chemistry [McConnell et al., 2002], providing
the most accurate means of constructing the ice age vs.

depth model, with an absolute uncertainty of ±1 yr. In
addition, continuous electrical conductivity and dielectric
property (ECM/DEP) data were used to count annual layers
over the entire core. The ECM/DEP records were indepen-
dently counted by two individuals. The resulting age
models agreed with one another within ±5%. The final
ice age vs. depth model was constructed using the major ion
data for the upper 70 m and the ECM/DEP counts between
70 m and 298 m.
[8] The age of the occluded gases is younger than the

surrounding ice because air diffuses down through the firn
more rapidly than snow is buried to the depth of bubble
trapping in the firn/ice transition region (65–75 m below
surface (mbs)). To estimate the ice age–gas age difference
(Dage), a 1-D model of gas transport in the firn was
developed for the site, following Battle et al. [1996] and
Trudinger et al. [1997]. The transport model was used to
estimate a mean gas age of 9.9 years at the top of the lock-in
zone (65.5 mbs). The ice age at this level was 215 years at
the time of coring, making Dage equal to 205 years. Annual
layer thickness data from the ECM/DEP counts suggest the
accumulation rate at our site has remained constant over the
last 1,000 years. Isotope temperature records from the core
are not yet available to infer a surface temperature record.
We therefore assume that Dage values have remained
constant throughout the record. The gas age vs depth model
for the WDC05A core was established by subtracting
205 years from the ice age at every dated depth below
65.5 mbs. We estimate the uncertainty associated with the
mean gas age assignment as ±5%, but note that comparison
of the detailed CH4 record from WDC05A with the Law
Dome CH4 record from MacFarling-Meure et al. [2006]
suggests our gas age model is probably good to within a
decade relative to the Law Dome chronology (L. Mitchell
et al., manuscript in preparation, 2009).

2. Analytical Methods

[9] Firn air was collected according to the methods of
Battle et al. [1996] and analyzed directly from flasks for
dD(CH4) and d

13CH4 as by Sowers et al. [2005]. The ‘‘wet’’
extraction procedures used in this study for liberating relict
air from ice samples followed by mass spectrometric
determination of the dD(CH4) and d13CH4 were similar to
those described by Sowers [2006] and Sowers et al. [2005],
respectively. Ice samples between 1–1.6 kg for dD (0.4–
0.7 kg for d13C) were cut from larger core sections in order to
obtain sufficient amounts of trapped CH4 for dD(CH4) and
d13CH4 analysis. Between the base of the firn-ice transition
(75 mbs) and the bottom of the core (298.06 mbs) a total of
58 samples were analyzed for d13CH4 and 40 samples for
dD(CH4). This sampling strategy yielded records that have a
resolution of 20 years for both dD and d13CH4 from the 15th
century to around the 1970s (although there is a notable gap
in the d13CH4 data from the late 16th century through the late
17th century), with lower resolution sampling for both
records stretching back to 1160 CE (and into the first
millennium CE for d13CH4). The dD(CH4) record contains
small gaps in the data set centered around the late 1790s and
the 1930s, while minor gaps are apparent in the d13CH4 data
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in the late 18th century and late 19th century. A uniformly
sampled data set was not achieved because: 1) some areas
did not have sufficient good quality ice; and/or 2), problems
were encountered during the extraction/analytical procedure
and the data had to be rejected.

2.1. Sample Processing and Analysis

[10] The outer �5 mm of each core section was shaved
away using a band saw to expose fresh ice core. Each
shaved ice sample was sealed into a stainless steel (SS)
cylinder using a copper gasket, and evacuated for 1 hour to
remove the ambient air from the sample cylinder and
sublimate a thin film of ice from the sample. The evacuated
cylinder was then isolated and placed within a � 40�C
warm water bath (45 min for dD, 30 min for d13C) to
completely melt the ice sample and release the trapped
sample air into the headspace of the cylinder above the
meltwater. The cylinder was then placed into a large SS
Dewar where the meltwater was refrozen using liquid
nitrogen. After the meltwater was completely frozen
(45 min for dD, 30 min for d13C), the sample cylinder was
connected to the evacuated extraction line. The cylinder
headspace was flushed with ultra-high-purity (UHP) He
(40 cc/min) until the sample air was quantitatively (�95%)
removed from the cylinder (one hour for dD, 45 min for
d13C). The sample air was passed through a water trap
(�110�C) and a methane trap (HaySep D at �130�C)
where CH4 in the sample air was adsorbed onto the HaySep
D material. The methane trap was then isolated, removed
from the extraction system, and attached to a PreCon
peripheral device for CH4 isotopic analysis following
Sowers et al. [2005] and Sowers [2006].

2.2. Method Verification, Corrections, and
Uncertainties

[11] An independent house standard (CA 04826)
(d13Cassigned = �47.13 ± 0.01%, dDassigned = �84.3 ±
1.6%) was used to establish the integrity of the extraction
process at various times during the period when we
extracted the ice samples (Table 1). This high-pressure air
cylinder was filled during a research cruise in the South
Pacific [Rice et al., 2001], and assigned CH4 isotope values
based on analyses by Stan Tyler at the University of
California, Irvine. The extraction system was tested by
expanding an aliquot of the house standard (CA 04826)
over bubble-free ice (BFI) produced in the lab, then sealed
in a cylinder and processed in the same manner as the

samples. The BFI was run through a freeze/thaw cycle, and
the resulting headspace gas was flushed through the extrac-
tion system as described previously. This process was
repeated 16 times for d13CH4 (mean value = �47.4 ±
0.2%, �0.3% from the assigned value) and five times for
dD(CH4) (mean value = �85 ± 2%, �1% from the
assigned value) (Table 1). The difference between the
assigned standard value and the measured value during
simulated sample runs may arise in part because when the
ice sample is melted some of the trapped methane is
absorbed into the meltwater according to Henry’s Law.
When the sample is then refrozen a small amount of the
CH4 is trapped in the ice matrix. Estimates of the isotopic
composition of CH4 in equilibrium with water suggest the
d13CH4 of CH4 in the meltwater should be 0.3% higher than
the headspace gas [Knox et al., 1992]. Based on our
estimate of how much of the total amount of CH4 present
in the sample we were able to extract (�95%) and the
partition of CH4 between the headspace and water in
the vessel, we calculate that this effect may have raised the
d13CH4 in our samples by less than 0.1%, not enough to
account for the enriched nature of the simulated transfers.
The remainder of the offset between the assigned value and
the simulated transfer results must be the result of very small
isotope fractionation processes associated with our tech-
nique. We have corrected our data set for this offset.
[12] All uncertainties for the data points were assessed

based on the uncertainties measured for the simulated
trapped-gas extractions, in which the standards were pro-
cessed in exactly the same way as our samples, including the
mass spectrometric analyses and their corresponding correc-
tions. We believe this is the most representative means of
conveying the true analytical uncertainty, yielding ±0.2%
and ±3% for d13CH4 and dD(CH4), respectively. The
analytical system was tested by equilibrating the house
standard CA 04826 into glass flasks (50–200 cc) and
directly analyzing these standard flasks at the beginning of
each day before sample runs. If the daily standard runs
differed too much (more than 0.2% for d13C and 3% for
dD) from the mean value of the average of recent previous
runs, additional standards were run until a stable isotope
value for the standard was obtained.
[13] These standard measurements (100 for d13C and 36

for dD) resulted in mean values for the standard CA 04826
flask samples on our system (�46.9 ± 0.1% for d13C and
�86 ± 3% for dD) that were offset (�0.2% for d13C and
��2% for dD) from the values determined by Tyler
(Table 1). Great efforts have been made to minimize the
offset between the daily measurements and the assigned
values. We believe the offset stems from long-term drift in
the oxidation/thermal conversion furnaces, which are diffi-
cult to control on a day-to-day basis. To account for these
day-to-day furnace fluctuations, we have chosen to correct all
samples run on a particular day for the difference between the
measured standard value and the assigned value. The mag-
nitude of this correction is generally less than 0.2% and 3%
for d13C and dD, respectively. This correction assumes the
offset is nearly constant throughout a day of measurements,
which we have verified by running multiple standards during
some days.

Table 1. Verification of Analytical Method

System Tested Method N d13C(%) Std Dev Meas. � Accept.a

Analytical Flaskb 100 �46.9 0.1 0.2
Extraction BFIc 16 �47.4 0.2 �0.3

System Tested Method N dD(%) Std Dev Meas. � Accept.a

Analytical Flaskb 46 �86 3 �2
Extraction BFIc 5 �85 2 �1
aAccepted value provided by Stan Tyler (UCI), CH4 concentration =

1776 ppb, d13C = �47.16%, dD = �84.3%.
bStandard equilibrated into glass flasks and put directly into the

analytical system.
cStandard equilibrated over bubble free ice (BFI) and ran through both

the extraction system and the analytical system.
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[14] Additionally, the dD data must be corrected for what
is termed the ‘‘viscous flow effect’’. In our D/H analytical
technique, H2 reference peaks (Oztech Corp.) for each run
were introduced into the mass spectrometer source from the
bellows as opposed to the gas bench where the sample
comes in. An experiment was performed to determine the
zero enrichment of this system by placing an aliquot of
UHP (5.0) H2 from a large tank feeding the Gas Bench into
the bellows of the mass spectrometer and running it against
the original tank via the Gas Bench. The resulting zero
enrichment showed substantial offset that scaled with the
pressure in the bellows (higher offset at lower bellows
pressure). We surmise that the offset arises at the capillary
crimp where the pure H2 from the bellows passes into a He
background in the source. A viscous flow correction curve
was generated every week with a range of standard pres-
sures corresponding to those extant during a normal run.
Individual samples were corrected based on the standard
peak intensity for that run. Normally the viscous flow
correction ranges between �4.5% and �5.5% and was
applied to samples and standards. Finally, a correction for
H3 production in the source was made following Sessions
et al. [2001].
[15] Both the dD(CH4) and d13CH4 data sets were cor-

rected for gravitational effects (�0.31%) according to
Sowers et al. [1989]. Gravitational fractionation in the firn
is mass-dependent, such that the heavier isotopologues of
CH4 are preferentially concentrated at the base of the firn.
The d15N of N2 of the atmosphere is essentially constant
over millions of years and also influenced by gravitational
fractionation [Sowers et al., 1989]. We use the measured
d15N of N2 at the base of the firn (+0.31%, J. Severinghaus,
personal communication, 2008) to correct all our CH4

isotope data for gravitational fractionation.
[16] Both the dD(CH4) and d13CH4 data sets were also

corrected for diffusional effects that arise from atmospheric
concentration changes. As the concentration of an atmo-
spheric constituent varies, the surface values are propagated
down into the firn by diffusion. Because the diffusivity of a
13CH4 (or a

12CH3D) molecule is 1.8% lower than that for
the 12CH4 species [Trudinger et al., 1997], increasing
atmospheric CH4 produces a drop in both the firn air
d13CH4 and dD(CH4) relative to the overlying atmospheric
value. To correct our measured values for this effect, we
utilized the 1-D firn-air transport model of Battle et al.
[1996] and the Law Dome CH4 record to estimate the
magnitude of the diffusion correction. The correction is
largest during periods when CH4 increases most rapidly.
The largest corrections (�1.2%) were required for the data
from just below the firn/ice transition region (75–85 m).

3. Analytical Results

[17] The dD(CH4) and d13CH4 trends over the last
1000 years are shown in Figure 1 along with the CH4

concentration curve generated by MacFarling-Meure et al.
[2006]. The d13CH4 data generated by Ferretti et al. [2005]
are also displayed for comparison. There is remarkable
agreement between the two d13CH4 data sets, considering
they were generated from different cores with different

timescales and in separate labs. This indicates that these
data sets are reliable and record the past levels of d13CH4

with high fidelity. We present the first dD(CH4) record for
this period, and note that the shape of this record is very
similar to the d13CH4 record. As shown in Figure 1, both the
dD(CH4) and d13CH4 started to decrease at �1460 CE,
which is also when CH4 began an abrupt �30 ppb rise.
Both dD(CH4) and d13CH4 continued to decrease as CH4

reversed its trend and suddenly decreased (average drop of
�20 ppb) starting in the 1580s CE. CH4 remained low
while dD(CH4) and d13CH4 reached their lowest values
until all three increased from the late 18th century onward.
As mentioned previously, the focus of this work is the
740 year period that ends in the middle of the 18th century.
We have also measured ice core and firn air samples that
extend these records to the present day and are included in
Figure 1. These dD(CH4) data show a trend similar to that of
d13CH4, which one expects given that most industrial CH4

sources are enriched in both heavy isotopes. We have chosen
to present these data to illustrate the abrupt isotope changes
that have occurred during the last century. However, as the
focus of the present contribution extends only to the 18th
century, we do not discuss the significance of the latest
isotope results in terms of specific industrial sources.
[18] All of our data are shown in Figure 1, but the five

data points (three d13CH4 and two dD(CH4)) plotted with
star symbols are considered ‘‘outliers’’ and are not included
in subsequent analyses. Outliers were flagged in the labo-
ratory if sampling conditions or protocols fell outside of our
accepted procedures (e.g., extraction errors). In addition,
even if no errors were detected in sample processing, a point
was identified as an outlier if it differed from the mean of its
nearest neighbors, calculated from the two samples (one
immediately preceding and one immediately following), by
more than twice the standard deviation of those neighboring
samples. Also, analyses of firn air and ice within 5m of the
bubble close-off region (70–75 m) appear to be compro-
mised by partial extraction of recently closed bubbles that
yield ‘‘light’’ isotope values. Data from this interval are also
identified as outliers using the star symbols in Figure 1.

4. Modeling Methods

[19] The following sections describe our use of a box
model of atmospheric methane to invert for changes in
source strengths consistent with the reconstructed changes
in methane concentration and isotopic ratios. The atmo-
spheric methane model used in this study has been modified
from that of Tans [1997]. It consists of two perfectly mixed
boxes, corresponding to the Northern and Southern hemi-
spheres, with an interhemispheric exchange time fixed at
1 year. The lifetime of methane (which governs the rate of
methane destruction) was also held constant at 7.6 years
for both hemispheres, consistent with previous work
[Houweling et al., 2000b; Lassey et al., 2000; Ferretti
et al., 2005]. The model allows independent methane
sources in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, and a
single methane sink acting on both boxes. Each model run
was allowed to reach steady state for the given input
parameters.
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[20] In reality there is a diverse set of methane sources
and sinks, which are distributed nonuniformly across the
Earth’s surface. In light of the underconstrained nature of
the problem, we follow previous workers by consolidating
the large range of sources and sinks into a smaller number of
categories. The CH4 sources were divided into four catego-
ries: agricultural, geologic, natural microbial (naturalMic),
and biomass burning. Each category was assigned a unique
isotopic value for both the dD(CH4) and d13CH4 (Table 2),
and these values were held constant while the magnitude of
each category’s emissions was allowed to vary from one run
to the next within a range provided by the literature
(references found in Table 2). In this way we used the
model to generate all possible source strength scenarios for
the emission ranges shown in Table 2. The sinks were
likewise consolidated into one sink term with characteristic
fractionation factors for d13C and dD. The fractionation

factors and relative contributions for the major sinks of
methane (as described in section 4.2 and Table 3) were
held constant throughout the model runs. We believe that
these ranges encompass all possible combinations of
emissions.

4.1. Source Characterization

[21] All source category isotopic values and emission
ranges (as well as their associated references) are described
in detail in Table 2. The high and low ends of the source
strength ranges for each emission category were determined
using the highest and lowest estimates found in the literature
(references found in Table 2), in order to consider the widest
range of possibilities. We believe that these ranges are
somewhat broader than needed to capture actual emissions,
and thus that we have successfully searched the likely
combinations of emissions.

Figure 1. The d13CH4, dD(CH4) and CH4 concentration data referred to in this study for time slice 1
(TS1) (990–1460 CE), TS2 (1461–1575 CE), and TS3 (1589–1730 CE). Analytical uncertainties are
indicated with ±1 standard deviation about the symbol in the figure legends. (top) The d13CH4 data from
Ferretti et al. [2005] are plotted along with the d13CH4 data from WDC05A including results from firn air
analyses covering the period 1950 CE to present. Outlying data are presented with stars as discussed in
the text. (middle) The dD(CH4) data from WDC05A on the SMOW isotope scale including results from
firn air analyses covering the period 1950 CE to present. Outlying data are presented with stars as
discussed in section 3. (bottom) The CH4 data fromMacFarling-Meure et al. [2006] (note the y axis scale
change at 1730 CE). Shaded regions correspond to ±1 standard deviation about the mean of all data per
time slice (TS). These shaded regions denote the range of acceptable data values for each data set per TS
and are used to constrain the model output. Note that the time scales for the isotope data have been shifted
forward by 20 years to account for the time lag for the atmospheric CH4 isotopic values to reach
equilibrium relative to CH4 concentration changes [Tans, 1997]. Dashed horizontal lines through each TS
shaded region denote the median values for each data series based on the primary model results.
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[22] The agricultural source category contains contribu-
tions from both rice cultivation and animal husbandry. The
relative contribution of each was determined using a
weighted average calculated from the separate 1700 CE
emission rates given in [Lassey et al., 2007], which are
assumed to hold for all ‘‘low-emission’’ time intervals
before the onset of rapid global population growth in the
1730s. Rumen studies involving diets high in corn were
omitted because corn was not commonly used as livestock
feed during the preindustrial era [Turner et al., 2001]. The
isotopic value for rice was determined by averaging the
mean isotopic values from a number of rice studies con-
ducted in both humid tropical and humid subtropical
regions (Table 2). Numerous natural sources of microbially
produced CH4 (termites, tundra, lakes, swamps, and
marshes) are included in the naturalMic source category
(Table 2). The geologic source includes natural hydrocarbon
seepage and venting, whereas the contribution of CH4 from
anthropogenic burning of fossil fuels before 1730 CE was
taken to be negligible following Andres et al. [1999]. All
isotopic values chosen for these model runs are consistent
with previous studies within the uncertainty range intro-
duced by heterogeneity of values within each source class
[Levin et al., 1993; Khalil, 1993; Quay et al., 1999;

Houweling et al., 2000a; Lassey et al., 2000; Tyler et al.,
2007].
[23] It is clear from Table 2 that there is much less of a

distinction between the isotopic values of the agricultural
and naturalMic sources than any other pair of sources listed.
Due to their similarity, it is likely that in some cases a
change in one of these two sources is partially compensated
by an opposing change in the other source. This phenom-
enon is fully captured in our modeling approach, which tests
all possible combinations. If the agricultural and naturalMic

sources were more distinct in their isotopic values, the suite
of possible source strengths for each time period would be
more tightly constrained.

4.2. Sink Characterization

[24] This model incorporates a single sink term with
corresponding kinetic isotope effects for both the d13CH4

and dD(CH4) (KIE13C and KIED respectively). In order to
determine these KIEs, three key sinks of methane were
identified (oxidation by tropospheric species [OH], oxida-
tion by stratospheric species [OH, Cl and O(1D)], and
oxidation in soils). Another possible sink term, here called
the marine boundary layer chlorine sink, has been suggested
by the modeling work of Allan et al. [2007]. To date there

Table 2. Source Parameters Used for Model Runs

Source
Emission Range
(Tg/yr (1012 g/yr)) Step (Tg/yr) d13Ca (%) dDa (%) NHb (%) SHb (%)

Agricultural 0 to 60c 1 �63d ± 5d �330d ± 15d 80 20
Geologic 5e to 53f 1 �38 ± 7g �175 ± 20g 90 10
NaturalMic 92h to 232h 1 �57i ± 5g �322 ± 20g 77 23
Biomass burning 5e to 45j 1 �23.6k ± 2k �169k ± 21k 44 56

aMean isotope values were used in the model; ranges are shown only to indicate the uncertainty in each value from the literature. Isotope values are from
Tyler et al. [2007] unless otherwise stated.

bHemispheric distribution of sources taken from Marik [1998].
cOn the basis of the maximum value suggested by Ruddiman and Thomson [2001] at 1700 CE.
dThe mean isotopic values and standard deviation for the agricultural source were determined by weighting the isotopic values of rice cultivation and

animal husbandry by the emission values from Lassey et al. [2007]. The isotopic value for rice was determined using the studies of Uzaki et al. [1991],
Levin et al. [1993], Tyler et al. [1994], Bergamaschi [1997], Chanton et al. [1997], Kruger et al. [2002], Nakagawa et al. [2002], and Han et al. [2005],
and the isotopic value for CH4 released from the rumen of farm animals was determined using the studies of Rust [1981] and Levin et al. [1993].

eTaken from mean value for preindustrial emissions given by Lassey et al. [2007].
fMaximum value taken as the mean from Etiope et al. [2008].
gUncertainties taken from Quay et al. [1999].
hEmission Range taken from Wuebbles and Hayhoe [2002], and references therein.
iWeighted average of all natural microbial sources (termites, tundra, lakes, swamps, and marshes) with relative contributions and isotope values taken

from the budget of Tyler et al. [2007], and references therein.
jMean value suggested from model runs by Fischer et al. [2008].
kMean global value and uncertainties calculated from Yamada et al. [2006].

Table 3. Sink Kinetic Isotope Effect (a) Values Used in Model Runsa

Sink Relative Contributionb (%) a13C k(13CH4)/k(
12CH4) �13C

c % aD k(12CH3D)/k(
12CH4) �D

c %

Troposphere 88 ± 2.9 0.9961 ± 0.0004d (�3.88 ± 0.4) 0.7729 ± 0.0108d (�227 ± 11)
Stratosphere 7 ± 2.6 0.9847 ± 0.0047e (�15.3 ± 4.7) 0.7005 ± 0.0294f (�299 ± 29)
Soils 5 ± 3.4 0.9824 ± 0.0032g (�17.6 ± 3.2) 0.8764 ± 0.0795g (�124 ± 79)
Totalh — 0.9946 ± 0.0008 (�5.40 ± 0.84) 0.7731 ± 0.0155 (�227 ± 16)

aShown with � (%) equivalents.
bRelative contributions from each sink determined by the sink strengths found in the work of Reeburgh [2004], and references therein.
cThe � value for each sink was calculated via the relationship: � = 1000(a � 1).
dSaueressig et al. [2001].
eMean value for range given by Rice et al. [2003].
fRhee et al. [2006].
gAverage of mean values found in the work of Mahieu et al. [2006], and references therein.
hThe total CH4 sink magnitude was parameterized via the lifetime of CH4 (held constant at 7.6 years for all model runs).
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have been no studies confirming the existence of this sink
by actual Cl radical measurements, and its magnitude and
long-term temporal variation are not well constrained.
Therefore, we follow Fischer et al. [2008] by not including
this sink in our composite sink term, although we do
explore how changes in the composite sink term affect the
median source strengths in our sensitivity runs (discussed in
section 4.5). All values used in determining the single sink
term are shown in Table 3.

4.3. Modeling Approach

[25] Our approach centers on using the CH4 concentration
and isotope data in Figure 1 as target values for assessing
the relative contribution of various sources with fixed
characteristic isotope values. A fully time-dependent inver-
sion for source strengths would be sufficiently undercon-
strained that we do not attempt it. Instead, we have
identified three time slices (TS1, TS2, TS3) that are suffi-
ciently long and during which CH4 concentrations are
reasonably stable. Then, to avoid short term variations in
the data from interfering with detection of longer term
(multidecadal) trends, we simply averaged each of the three
data sets (CH4 concentrations, d

13CH4, and dD(CH4)) over
each time slice to obtain representative values for each data
set for each time slice.
[26] During the first time slice (TS1, 990–1460 CE), CH4

averaged 684.0 ppb. During the second time slice (TS2,
1461–1575 CE), the average CH4 concentration was
higher, at 713.8 ppb. The average methane concentration
during the third time slice (TS3, 1589–1730 CE) was
689.5 ppb, similar to the average during TS1; the expo-
nential increase in CH4 during the industrial era began after
TS3. Because the isotopic composition of atmospheric CH4

requires a few decades to approach steady state following a
perturbation [Tans, 1997], all isotopic data are reported after
subtracting 20 years from their CE date, such that isotopic
ratios of gas samples yielding ages of 1010–1480 CE are
plotted in Figure 1 as having ages 990–1460 CE, and
similarly for the other time slices.
[27] For each time slice, we use the model to determine

those combinations of source strengths that are consistent
with the mean CH4 concentration, d

13CH4 and dD(CH4) in
each time slice, and with the independent constraints
provided by the literature and detailed in Table 2. For our
primary runs, all isotopic values were held fixed, and all
combinations of source strengths were tested within the
ranges defined by Table 2. A second set of runs duplicated
these primary runs, but with the additional constraint that
the agricultural CH4 sources varied directly with population,
to test whether such additional information would notably
reduce uncertainties in estimates of other source strengths.
Finally, a set of sensitivity runs was completed to evaluate
the effect of individual small changes in source isotopic
ratios and in sink fractionation factors to provide the reader
some guidance on the effect of such changes on estimated
methane source strengths. Additional improvements in
knowledge of the allowable range of isotopic ratios of
individual sources, and in modeling, may in the future
justify the now impractical effort of searching through all
allowable source strengths and isotopic ratios for optimal
solutions.

4.3.1. Primary Run
[28] For each of the four sources, we stepped from the

minimum to the maximum source strength as listed in
Table 2, in increments of 1 Tg/year; we conducted model
runs to steady state for every possible combination of these
sources, for a total of 17,279,409 forward model runs. The
partitioning of each source into Northern and Southern
Hemisphere boxes (partitioning shown in Table 2) was
maintained the same in all runs, as were all other parameters
except for the source strengths. Each model run produced a
steady-state methane concentration, d13CH4 and dD(CH4)
for each hemisphere. The output of each run was evaluated
for consistency with the observed data (CH4 concentration,
dD and d13CH4 in the southern box, which encompasses our
data sources) for each of the three time slices. A result was
considered to be consistent with the data if it matched all
three of the constraints (concentration and both isotopic
ratios) within the uncertainty in the data, which was taken
as one standard deviation from the average for each con-
straint for each time slice. In light of our experience with the
entire process of data collection and interpretation, we
decided that in this particular case it is more appropriate to
use the standard deviation rather than the more conventional
standard error to construct these ranges of allowable values
(though we have chosen half of the conventional ±2 standard
deviations) (Figure 1, horizontal boxes). For most of the
data, the standard error is smaller than the actual analytical
uncertainty associated with measurement of d13CH4 and
dD(CH4). Because the actual analytical uncertainty may
involve systematic as well as random errors, we did not
consider it appropriate to use the standard error.
[29] All runs that matched the CH4, dD(CH4), and d

13CH4

constraints for a time period were saved. The 12,224
acceptable runs for the first time slice (TS1) (and indepen-
dently, the 18,562 for the second time slice (TS2) and
57,672 for the third slice (TS3)) are displayed in a box-
and-whisker plot (Figure 2, boxes to the left). The boxes in
Figure 2 encompass the middle 50% of the model results
that best characterized the data, and the ‘‘whiskers’’ are
drawn to encompass all outlying data points.
[30] To illustrate the utility of using dD(CH4) as an

additional constraint, the results of the primary run (includ-
ing dD(CH4) data) were compared to those in which
dD(CH4) data were not used. For every time slice and
source category considered, the allowable source strengths
were more tightly constrained when including the dD(CH4)
constraint. In the most extreme case the total range of source
strengths (the whiskers) for the geologic source in TS1 was
reduced by 58% while the box width was reduced by 75%.
[31] To test whether our chosen hemispheric distribution

of sources and sinks produces acceptable results, we com-
pared the observed and modeled interhemispheric gradients
in CH4. The data [Etheridge et al., 1998] are sufficient to
allow this test during TS1. The model gradient for the
medians of the acceptable TS1 source strengths is 40 ppb,
versus 43 ± 20 ppb measured. Because the data sources are
towards the poles but the box model averages each hemi-
sphere from pole to equator, the model should slightly
underestimate the observed value. The general agreement
of data and model shows that our chosen hemispheric
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distribution of sources and sinks is consistent with this
constraint. However, given the limitations of the data, and
of the two-box model versus the point data from Greenland
and Antarctica, we do not believe that it is warranted to use
the observed interhemispheric gradient to adjust the ob-
served hemispheric distribution of sources and sinks.
[32] To assess whether the strength of a particular meth-

ane source category changed significantly (with >95%
confidence) within a given model run type (i.e., the primary

run, the runs in which the agricultural source scaled with
population, and the sensitivity runs), we followed Ott and
Longnecker [2001] in calculating the two-way Wilcoxon
rank sum test for the difference between the medians of the
acceptable model output for TS1 compared to TS3. We
chose to compare TS1 to TS3 in order to investigate the
maximum difference in isotopic values between time slices.
The Wilcoxon rank sum test indicates (by virtue of the very
tightly constrained confidence intervals around the median
values) that all changes in the median values observed
within runs (from TS1 to TS3), for all model run types,
are significant.
[33] However, these tests regarding the median clearly do

not capture the full distributions of the model-run outputs.
In our formulation, each of the accepted source strengths in
the model output for a given time slice is equally likely to
be correct, so randomly choosing one value for a given
source from TS1 and one value from TS3 defines a possible
history. To assess the tendency for increase, no change, or
decrease within a model run type, we randomly selected
10% of the accepted model outputs for each source category
for TS1 and TS3, and formed all combinations of this subset
for each source category. This process was repeated for each
model run type (we call this the ‘‘sign test’’). We report our
results for each source category within each run type as the
percent of: 1) runs for which the particular source category
increased from TS1 to TS3, 2) runs for which the particular
source category did not change from TS1 to TS3 and, 3)
runs for which the particular source category decreased
from TS1 to TS3. The sign test results for the primary run
and the run for which the agricultural source was made to
scale with population are tabulated in Table 4.
4.3.2. Test With the Agricultural Source Scaling With
World Population
[34] It has been proposed that agriculture, and presumably

the agricultural methane source, has increased with world
population over time [Pongratz et al., 2008; Houweling et
al., 2008] (though Ruddiman and Thomson [2001] assert
that agricultural CH4 emissions need not have been coupled
with population over the last few thousand years). If
methane emissions were coupled with world population
over the last millennium, then this provides a way to more
tightly constrain estimates of changes in other sources over
time. As a means of exploring this relationship, the three
median values for agricultural source emissions (one from
each time slice) were taken from the primary run values as
shown in Figure 2, and each was plotted versus the
corresponding average world population from McEvedy
and Jones [1978]. An exponential curve (R2 = 0.98) fit
these three data points better than a linear regression (R2 =
0.94) and therefore was chosen to represent the relationship
between the agricultural source and world population. The
three agricultural source emission values were then adjusted
(none by more than 1 Tg/yr) so that they fell directly on the
curve. Three separate sets of model runs (one for each time
slice), each using one of these ‘‘new’’ agricultural values
(while all other emission ranges were varied across their full
ranges, as previously stated), were then initiated. The runs
for which data and model were in agreement were collected
as before, and the significance and sign of each change was

Figure 2. Box plot of model results for TS1 (990–1460
CE), TS2 (1461–1575 CE), and TS3 (1589–1730 CE).
Acceptable model runs are shown for both the primary run
(darker box shown on the left in each case) and the run in
which the agricultural source scales with population (lighter
box to the right), for all three time slices and for all four
source categories. Following convention, the box in each
case includes 50% of the acceptable runs, and the
‘‘whiskers’’ include all acceptable runs. Note that the trends
between time slices are similar supporting the coupling
between population and CH4 emissions. Scaling the
agricultural source to population narrows the acceptable
ranges without notably changing the medians.
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determined as done previously (Table 4). These results are
plotted with the primary run on Figure 2 (boxes to the right).
4.3.3. Model Sensitivity to Isotopic Variation
[35] In all of the model runs described above, each of the

four methane sources was assigned a unique d13CH4 value
and dD(CH4) value (shown in Table 2) and each of the sinks
was associated with a unique KIE (Table 3), and these were
held constant throughout all of the model runs. Separate
sensitivity model runs were conducted to explore the effect
of slight variations in these isotopic values within their
uncertainties. Variations of either �1% d13CH4 or �5%
dD(CH4) were individually applied to each source and the
total sink term (+0.001 and +0.005 change to the a13C and
aD respectively) in order to estimate the effect on each of
the median values of the resulting source strengths. This set
of ten runs (separate shifts in carbon and in hydrogen for
four source types and for the sink) was then analyzed as
before, without constraining the agricultural source to
follow population. The results were compared as before
using the two-way Wilcoxon rank sum test and sign test to
learn whether the changes in the source medians from TS1
to TS3 that were significant in the primary runs were still
significant in the sensitivity runs. The results of the sensi-
tivity runs were also compared to the results from the
primary run, using the sign test and the one-way Wilcoxon
test, in order to: 1) compare the sensitivity run data sets to
the medians of the 4 source categories in the primary run, to
see if the medians of the 4 source categories changed
significantly from the primary run to the sensitivity runs
and, 2) determine what effect these changes in isotopic
values of the source/sink terms have on the magnitudes of
the source strength medians. None of the data sets generated
in the sensitivity runs had medians that were significantly
different from the corresponding medians found in the
primary runs.

5. Modeling Results

5.1. Model Results for the Primary Run

[36] As shown in Figure 2, the median values of the four
source strengths exhibit trends across the three time slices
examined. From the first time slice (TS1) to the third time

slice (TS3) there is strong evidence for an increase in the
agricultural source (77% of scenarios indicate an increase
from TS1 to TS3, 2% no change, 21% decrease, median
change of 18 Tg/yr) (Table 4) while there is comparatively
little evidence for a directional change in the geologic
source (59% increase, 5% no change, 37% decrease, median
change of 2 Tg/yr) or a change in the naturalMic source
(44% increase, 1% no change, 54% decrease, median change
of �4 Tg/yr). There is strong evidence for a drop in biomass
burning from TS1 to TS3 (13% increase, 2% no change,
85% decrease, median change of �15 Tg/yr) (Table 4).

5.2. Model Results for the Agricultural Source Scaling
With Population

[37] The trends over time in the methane source strengths
are not notably affected by requiring the agricultural source
to scale exponentially with world population. The uncer-
tainties about the median source strengths (variances) are
reduced and the medians shift slightly (none change by
more than 2 Tg/yr) (Figure 2). Setting the agricultural
source to scale with world population increases the likeli-
hood that any scenario chosen to explain the d13CH4,
dD(CH4), and CH4 concentration data involves a decrease
in the naturalMic source (15% increase, 6% no change, 79%
decrease, median change of �6 Tg/yr) (Table 4). The
increase in the agricultural source comes at a time when
the global climate system was transitioning from medieval
times (which are often considered to have been warm and
dry, identified with the Medieval Warm Period in Europe) to
the interval often called the Little Ice Age (which is often
considered to have been cooler and wetter). Also, world
population growth accelerated during our study interval
[McEvedy and Jones, 1978].

5.3. Model Results of the Sensitivity Runs

[38] As expected, isotopic ratios of atmospheric methane
are more sensitive to isotopic changes in the larger sources,
and are most sensitive to isotopic changes in the sink, as it
affects all sources (Figure 3). For instance, a +0.001 change
in the KIE13C (�1% change in the �13C value) of the
sink causes the median source strength of biomass burning
to shift from 39 Tg/yr during TS1 in the primary run to
24 Tg/yr during TS1 in the sensitivity run. However, for

Table 4. Comparison of Results from the Primary Run and the Run for Which the Agricultural Source Scales With World Population

Median Source Values Percent of Scenarios Where. . .

TS1a(Tg/yr) TS3b(Tg/yr) TS1 < TS3c TS1 = TS3d TS1 > TS3e

Source Primf Agg Primf Agg Primf Agg Primf Agg Primf Agg

Agricultural 12 11 30 30 77 NA 2 NA 21 NA
Geologic 16 16 18 19 59 63 5 4 37 33
NaturalMic 185 187 181 181 44 15 1 6 54 79
Biomass burning 39 38 24 24 13 10 2 2 85 88

aTS1 (Time Slice 1) spans 990 to 1460 CE.
bTS3 (Time Slice 3) spans 1589 to 1730 CE.
cIndicates percentage of scenarios for which the designated source increased from TS1 to TS3.
dIndicates percentage of scenarios for which the designated source remained constant from TS1 to TS3.
eIndicates percentage of scenarios for which the designated source decreased from TS1 to TS3.
fResults obtained from the Primary Run (Prim) in which all source categories were allowed to range between their respective maximum and minimum

values as shown in Table 2.
gResults obtained from the run in which the agricultural source was made to scale with world population (Ag) and all other source categories were

allowed to range as in the Primary Run.
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the perturbations used here (�1% d13C and �5% dD), the
differences between the estimated median source strengths
in our sensitivity experiments and the corresponding
medians in the primary run were not large, and the general
time trends in median source strengths were unchanged
(Figure 3), indicating robust temporal trends in the sources
over our study interval.

6. Discussion

6.1. Primary Run Results: TS1 (990–1460 CE)

[39] The first time slice (TS1) is characterized by rela-
tively low median agricultural emissions (12 Tg/yr), con-
sistent with the relatively low population during this time.
In the primary model run, median emissions from biomass
burning (39 Tg/yr) are higher than estimates in most
previous inventories [Ferretti et al., 2005; Lassey et al.,
2007] but do agree with values found recently by Fischer et
al. [2008] for numerous time intervals from the last glacial
maximum to the present. As shown by the sensitivity runs,
the magnitude of the biomass burning source median can be
reduced (24 Tg/yr) to agree with Ferretti et al. [2005] by
changing the KIE13C of the cumulative methane sink by
+0.001 (�1% change in the �13C value), but this adjustment
then leaves a higher agricultural source median (30 Tg/yr)
for the earlier time slice than expected by Ruddiman
and Thomson [2001]. The median naturalMic emissions

(185 Tg/yr) are very close to the preindustrial estimate used
by Lassey et al. [2007], while the median contribution from
natural gas venting/leakage is significantly lower than the
value presented by Etiope et al. [2008], but much more
similar to the value used by Lassey et al. [2007]. The
geologic source is nearly constant across all three time
slices, with its median never departing by more than
2 Tg/yr from 16 Tg/yr. The second time slice (TS2) is based
on fewer points, though we find no basis for combining TS2
with TS1 or TS3. In order to focus on the maximum change
in the isotopic records, we have chosen to forgo an in-depth
discussion of TS2, but we include comparisons with the
other time slices for completeness.

6.2. Primary Run Results: TS3 (1589–1730 CE)

[40] The median agricultural source increased by 60 ± 1%
(18 Tg/yr) from TS1 to TS3 while the mean increase in
world population was �38 ± 6%. Almost 70% of all valid
scenarios included an increase in the agricultural source that
was larger than the corresponding increase in world popu-
lation (38%). This larger-than-expected increase in agricul-
tural methane may reflect improvements in technology
allowing larger areas to be farmed, or a large-scale shift to
rice cultivation as parts of Southeast Asia became wetter
during the onset of the LIA [Chen et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2005; Page et al., 2004; Paulsen et al., 2003; Chu et al.,
2002; Hong et al., 2001]. The median biomass burning

Figure 3. Sensitivity model run results for all source categories for TS1 (990–1460 CE), TS2 (1461–
1575 CE) and TS3 (1589–1730 CE). Median emissions for each category from the primary run are
denoted with horizontal lines. Results of the sensitivity runs are plotted with square and triangle symbols
for d13CH4 and dD(CH4), respectively. Note that the perturbations applied in the sensitivity runs caused
only small shifts in medians, and in no case changed the underlying time trend in median source strength.
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source strength decreased by 38 ± 1% (15 Tg/yr) from TS1
to TS3. Just prior to TS3 there is a sudden drop (�20 ppb
on average) in CH4 accompanied by a drop in both the
dD(CH4) and d13CH4 (Figure 1). A sudden drop in the
biomass burning source strength at this time is corroborated
by Marlon et al. [2008], and suggested by Ferretti et al.
[2005] to be due to the massive plagues that accompanied
European contact in the Americas.
[41] Alternatively, Houweling et al. [2008] suggested that

the Northern Hemisphere (NH) cooling of the LIA indicated
by Moberg et al. [2005] was sufficient to explain much of
the abrupt 20 ppb drop in CH4 during the 1580s [see also
Etheridge et al., 1998; MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006].
Decreased temperatures have a negative effect on CH4

emission from wetlands, particulary high latitude wetlands
[Worthy et al., 2000]. However, the updated ensemble of
Mann et al. [2008] shows the record [Moberg et al., 2005]
to have a much more pronounced NH temperature decrease
during the MWP/LIA transition than most other records [see
also Jansen et al., 2007]. From Mann et al. [2008] we get a
mean NH temperature change of �0.1�C and a maximum
change of �0.6�C around the 1580s when the abrupt drop
in methane concentrations took place [see also Gerber et al.,
2003]. To estimate the impact of this cooling, we follow
[Houweling et al., 2008]:

ECH4
¼ E0

CH4 * Q
a T 1

NH
�T 2

NHð Þ=10
10 ð1Þ

A Q10 value of 7 (predicting a 7-fold decrease in methane
emission with a 10�C decrease in temperature) is selected
from the literature [Worthy et al., 2000] and an a value (a
scaling factor designed to take into account the difference
between average NH temperature and the temperature of the
methane-producing regions) of 1 is retained due to the lack
of a robust alternative. ECH4

0 is the initial emission rate and
ECH4

is the perturbed emission rate taking into account some
temperature change defined by TNH

1 and TNH
2 . According to

this relationship, a temperature drop of 0.1�C would
produce only a 2.8 ppb drop in atmospheric methane from
a decrease in the global naturalMic emissions alone, while
the maximum 0.6�C drop would result in a 16 ppb decrease.
Thus, if a uniform temperature decrease and corresponding
Q10 value is applied to the global naturalMic source, it
appears that the maximum Little Ice Age cooling as
indicated in the Mann et al. [2008] ensemble approaches
the 20 ppb threshold needed to explain the CH4 decrease in
the 1580s CE. However, if the mean temperature change is
assumed, additional decreases associated with the biomass
burning source (as our model and the work of Marlon et al.
[2008] suggest) could explain this CH4 decrease.

7. Conclusions

[42] New ice-core data from the WAIS Divide site in
central West Antarctica document changes in dD(CH4) and
d13CH4 over the last 1000 years. There is remarkable
agreement between our d13CH4 data and those of Ferretti
et al. [2005] despite being produced in different laboratories
on different ice cores, providing strong confidence that
these data successfully record the atmospheric history. Our

new dD(CH4) data exhibit time trends that correlate closely
with d13CH4. Any hypotheses for the history of atmospheric
methane sources and sinks over this important time interval
can be tested against the history of atmospheric methane
concentration and dual isotopic ratios, as presented here.
[43] Because of the diversity of methane sources, a unique

inversion is not possible for the time history of those
sources together with any changes in their isotopic compo-
sitions and in methane sinks. We have, however, conducted
a simple box-modeling exercise to assess likely histories for
the time interval from 990–1730 CE. We chose three time
slices within this larger interval when methane concentra-
tions were relatively stable. We then averaged each data set
(CH4 concentrations, dD(CH4), and d13CH4), over each
time slice and attempted to match all three values in all
three slices using a simple box model driven by varying
strengths of sources assumed to have constant isotopic
compositions together with constant sink fractionation. We
find that an increasing agricultural source and a decreasing
biomass-burning source, with most of the change between
the 1500s and the 1600s, best fits our data, and that this
result is relatively insensitive to the changes in source
isotopic compositions or sink isotopic fractionation attemp-
ted in this study. The agricultural source scales closely with
population, and changes in the biomass burning source may
reflect changes in the Americas following European contact,
or other processes.
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